POWERFUL APPS TO HELP YOU

MANAGE & CONTROL
YOUR SECURITY OPERATIONS!
In an increasingly competitive industry, flexibility, efficiency and accessibility are absolutely essential.
At Destiny Software, Inc., we have made it our mission to help keep your security business operating as
efficently as possible. From our Business Intelligence module for your administration team to our Destiny
Mobile software for your patrol officers, we are working hard to bring you products that streamline your
operations, maintain your client’s accessibility to you and their properties, and remain flexible as your
business grows.

Scalable Technology

How We Help You Attract Clients

We take pride in catering to small to medium sized
security firms. Although there are many features that
we provide, you can use only what you need for a small
operation. As we work together to increase your company’s
revenue, you may utilize our other features as your needs
grow.
Our product infrastructure was designed for this specific
reason: to help our clients, big and small, learn how to use
the various features that enable them to run their companies
more efficiently and economically, while giving small
companies “room to grow”, and large companies a way to
streamline their operations.

We offer a multitude of features that will appeal to your
potential clients, from GPS map verification of guard tours
and patrol visits in real time, to detailed maintenance reports
that display pictures of the maintenance issue along with a
satellite map of the location where the maintenance issue
exists.
Our software does more than just provide you with tools
to present to clients, but we can personally assist you in
creating a sales campaign that you can print out and take to
your next sales meeting. In fact, you will see greater interest
from your potential clients when you show them your sales
materials highlighting a variety of different features that your
company will be able to provide.

Limiting Liability
Statistics show that patrol officers tend to drive a bit more
aggressively because they are in a patrol car.
We have found that poor driving habits are a matter of
awareness. Our software has advanced Speeding Alerts
and Report features that will instantly notify you when
your drivers are going over set speed limits. With our GPS
tracking system not only can your officers make sure they
are using the most efficient routes, but supervisors have the
ability to hone in on officers while they are on patrol. When
patrol officers know they are being tracked, they modify
their behavior almost immediately. This reduces accidents,
tickets and careless wear and tear on your vehicles.
In addition, our software allows you to send daily
maintenance reports to either a fleet manager or your
mechanic, who can schedule maintenance for every vehicle
in order to keep your units in top condition. This not only
will extend the life of your fleet, but also provide a safer
work place and reduce the risk of maintenance related
accidents. These reports also allow you to have an accurate
history of each vehicle in the event of collision or workman’s
comprehension claims, that are essential to accident
investigations.
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Increasing Efficiency
Your days of deciphering illegible reports riddled with poor
grammar and spelling errors are gone. Our reporting feature
improves how your officers and personnel create reports.
Since they are generated electronically, reports will be “type
written”, fixing any issues with legibility right from the start.
If you have an officer with poor writing skills, our Report
Review option will allow a member of your management
or administration team to correct errors before the report is
submitted to your client. In addition, our reporting software
allows your officers to attach images and videos to their
reports.
Because of the nature of our submission process, your
clients will never again have to deal with lost reports, making
multiple copies of reports, or the hassles of searching for
reports. In fact, Destiny gives your clients the means to
be actively involved with their properties on a DAILY basis
through our Client Portal.
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Increasing Work Integrity
Destiny Software, Inc. offers a variety of ways for you to assure your client’s satisfaction with your services
by eliminating some of these common complaints.
Here are some common complaints about security or patrol officers and under each complaint is how Destiny
Software, Inc. eliminates these issues:
Security company not being accountable.

Officer stays in one location and fails to perform his duties.

A supervisor or dispatcher can constantly monitor all officer
locations and officers may create and upload reports
instantly.

In the case of a standing officer, see that the officer is doing
his rounds and performing his duties. Officer also has to
comply with commands using our RODAN Technology.

Long lunches and breaks while not on client property.

Reports that were never created or are “missing”.

Ability to verify break locations and tell when an officer is
back on site.

All locations are loaded into the database and can be easily
found using the GPS function.

Speeding/reckless driving.

Leaving property to go to non-account locations.

Speed alarm set by the administrator so if a vehicle travels
faster than the set speed limit, an e-mail is automatically
sent within seconds to the indicated recipient notifying
them of the vehicle number and
their current speed.

If an officer or patrol vehicle is not moving for an extended
period of time, dispatch can zoom in on the location and
forward it to a supervisor who can check on the officer’s
safety and be sure they are awake.

Our Services:
Destiny Mobile
Destiny mobile is the highlight of our
patrol software suite. Destiny mobile
offers your company a means of
reporting, tracking, and communication.
Utilizing destiny mobile, your employees
can create reports, receive dispatches,
scan guardtour codes, and more.

Dispatch / Director Module
Our new Dispatch Module allows you to
control Multiple CID’s and view details
associated with that location. Here you
can view specific CIDs, Officers, Accounts,
and Devices. As well as any post orders
and account information.
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ADAM 602
Our desktop app was designed with
ease of use in mind but optimized for
maximum functionality. Adam 602
is the most robust of our applications
offering all of our reports and access
to dispatch using a windows based
computer(traditional laptop or microsoft
surface pro).

Scheduling Module
Destiny software now offers our clients
an easy alternative to employee time
management. Utilizing your company’s
user base, you can easily create schedules
for each of your employees for every
account you have, calculate how many
hours they worked within a set period,
and employees are able to view all set
shifts within our employee portal.
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License Plate Recognition
License plate recognition is a technology
we are perfecting in an effort to assist all
our clients with parking management.
Our lpr program integrates between all
of our reporting software and utilizes our
servers to provide information almost
instantly.

Vehicle / Unit Tracking
Destiny uses GPS trackers to generate
reports of exact routes used with
timestamps to ensure your officers are
visiting your properties. We can also
determine if an officer is speeding,
travelling to unauthorized areas, hard
braking, jack rabbit starting, and much
more. You can also set up GeoFences to
ensure that vehicles / units do not venture
into undesignated areas or locations.
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